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Abstract

A major step towards secure Internet backbone routing started with the deployment of the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI). It allows for the cryptographic strong binding of an IP prefix and autonomous systems that are legitimate to originate this prefix. A fundamental design choice of RPKI-based prefix origin validation is the avoidance of cryptographic load at BGP routers. Cryptographic verifications will be performed only by cache servers, which deliver valid AS/prefix mappings to the RPKI-enabled BGP router using the RPKI/RTR protocol.

In this paper, we give first insights into the additional system load introduced by RPKI at BGP routers. For this purpose, we design and implement a highly efficient C library of the RPKI/RTR router part and the prefix origin validation scheme. It fetches and stores validated prefix origin data from an RTR-cache and performs origin verification of prefixes as obtained from BGP updates. We measure a relatively small overhead of origin validation on commodity hardware (5% more RAM than required for full BGP table support, 0.41% load in case of \( \approx 92,000 \) prefix updates per minute), which meets real-world requirements of today.

1 Introduction

The current Internet backbone is quite threatened by misconfigurations as well as intended attacks such as prefix hijacks. Both lead to disturbances on the BGP layer. A common threat is the incorrect announcement of the origin autonomous system (AS). Several prominent examples are known like the recent (April 2010) cause of redirection of 15% US traffic to China due to incorrectly announced IP prefixes [1, 243 et seqq.].

Securing BGP has been discussed in the research community since more than one decade [2]. Current efforts of the Secure-Inter Domain (SIDR) working group within the IETF lie in the standardization of a set of protocols to enhance the security of BGP. They focus on solving two problems: enable a router (a) to verify that a BGP update did originate at an authorized AS and (b) to verify that the AS path within the BGP update corresponds to the route traversed. Even though the latter is far from global deployment, first steps have been performed to tackle the first challenge.

An integral part for securing BGP is the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [3]. The RPKI is a robust security framework. It consists of a distributed repository that stores certificates and Route Origin Authorization (ROAs). ROAs provide a secure binding between an IP prefix and an AS that is allowed to originate that prefix. For a nice overview on this topic we refer to [4]. RPKI-enabled routers do not store ROAs itself but only the validated content of these (ROA) authorities. The validation of ROAs will be performed by trusted cache servers, which will be deployed at the network operator site. The RPKI/Router (or short RPKI/RTR) protocol [5] defines a standard mechanism to maintain the exchange of the prefix/origin AS mapping between the cache server and routers. In combination with a BGP prefix origin validation scheme [6] a router is able to verify received BGP updates without suffering from cryptographic complexity.

In this paper, we study the overhead introduced by RPKI-based prefix origin validation at routers. Current implementations of the RPKI/RTR protocol do not allow for detailed analysis as they are either closed source or have not been developed for real deployment. To achieve our goal, we carefully designed and implemented a lightweight C library that implements (a) the client part of the RPKI/Router protocol and (b) prefix origin validation. This library, called RTRlib, provides functions to establish a connection to a single or multiple trusted caches and to determine the correctness of a prefix/origin AS mapping. We apply this library in experiments and real-world measurements and give first
insights into the load behaviour of RPKI-enabled commodity routers. Based on our analysis we show that the overhead of RPKI-based origin validation at BGP routers is negligible for current and increasing update rates.

Built as a library RTRlib can be included in various application scenarios beyond this work. It is useful for researchers, network operators, and for developers of routing software. Researchers may use the library to get a better understanding of prefix origin validation and identify improvements (e.g., performance evaluation). Network operators may apply the RTRlib to develop monitoring tools (e.g., to detect RPKI misconfiguration in ‘real-time’). Developers can integrate the RTRlib into a BGP daemon to extend their implementation towards RPKI. We argue that in particular the research community benefits from an implementation which is suitable for both, experiments and real-world deployment as this allows for comparable and realistic analysis.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the design and architecture of the RTRlib. Section 3 analyses characteristic performance aspects. In Section 4 we give a short overview about related work. We conclude in Section 5.

2 RTRlib

For RPKI-based prefix origin verification, the RPKI/RTR protocol needs to be implemented on routers. The RTRlib assembles the required functions as an external independent library, which simplifies code reuse. Existing BGP daemons can be extended by simply integrating the library or parts of it. We provide a Quagga extension, which allows for RFC-compliant prefix origin validation. The same code base may also be used to build tools for researchers or ISPs. All source code of the RTRlib project is released under GNU LGPL. In addition to the basic protocol functions, the source code package includes command line tools to get quickly in touch with RPKI/RTR protocol and debug origin validation. The RTRlib is available at http://rpki.realmv6.org/.

2.1 Design

Our implementation of the RPKI/RTR protocol considers the subsequent design goals:

**Broad system integration** The library shall run on different system environments and thus minimize dependencies on specific operating system calls and third party tools. We implement the library in C because several BGP daemons are written in C (e.g., BIRD, Quagga) or C++ (e.g., XORP). In contrast to C++, C-functions can be invoked or adopted into other C/C++ programs without modifications. To facilitate the smooth migration to a variety of operating systems, our library is based on POSIX interfaces.

**Interoperability** The implementation shall be able to exchange data with existing and upcoming RTR cache servers. The presented RPKI/RTR library implements the latest version of the protocol specification. We performed interop tests with the RPKI/RTR cache servers available [7], which helped to reveal errors on both sites.

**Extensibility** The library shall be easy to modify for supporting upcoming protocol changes and extensions as well as specific user demands. To support this requirement, the library consists of separate components with high cohesion and low coupling. Sufficient abstraction allows easy exchange of the modules.

**Efficiency** BGP routers are confronted with high BGP update rates and must currently store more than 400,000 IP prefixes. With respect to memory and CPU consumptions, the RPKI/RTR implementation shall be prepared to handle these data even though not all prefixes are part of the RPKI at the moment. In addition, the implementation should minimize the internal overhead. We designed our library to scale very well with current and upcoming BGP data. It does not require specific hardware, but runs on commodity devices and thus supports an easy migration to RPKI origin validation without introducing additional costs.

2.2 Architecture

Our implementation follows a flexible design. The software architecture includes different layers to simplify the extension or an exchange of individual parts as shown in Figure 1. The lowest layer of the architecture is built by the transport sockets. They allow for the implementation of different transport channels that provide a common interface to exchange PDUs with the cache (i.e., the RPKI/RTR server). The current version of RTRlib supports unprotected TCP and SSH.

On top of the transport layer, the RTR socket uses a transport socket for RTR-specific data exchange with the RPKI/RTR server. The RTR socket implements the RPKI/RTR protocol, i.e., fetches validation records and debug origin validation. The RTRlib is available at http://rpki.realmv6.org/.

The prefix validation table stores validated prefix origin data. This abstract data structure provides a common interface to add and delete entries as well as to verify a specific prefix. Its implementation is crucial as the data structure stores all prefixes received from the cache.
servers (i.e., low memory overhead required) and is responsible to perform prefix lookup for the BGP updates (i.e., find validated IP prefixes very fast). Our library implements a Longest Prefix First Search Tree (LPFST) [8], but can be extended to other data structures. In contrast to common data structures for IP prefix lookup such as Tries or Patricia, the LPFST needs fewer memory access and exhibits lower memory overhead [8].

Internally, the RTRlib uses two separate prefix validation tables, one for IPv4 records and one for IPv6 records. This makes tree operations (insert, delete, find) more efficient as the height per tree is lower in contrast to a combined IPv4/v6 tree. The appropriate prefix validation table will be chosen according to the IP version.

On top of the modular architecture, the RTR connection manager maintains connections to multiple RTR servers. This includes failover mechanisms. It represents the main interface for users of the library.

2.3 Use Cases

Online experiments: Changing the firmware of a deployed BGP router for research experiments is an unpopular option. To emulate prefix origin validation of dedicated BGP peers in real-time, we propose a mirroring concept (cf., Figure 2). The measurement node deploys BGPmon [9] and the RTRlib. BGPmon allows for the establishment of (unidirectional) peering sessions and transforms the received BGP update data into an XML stream. This XML stream can be parsed with very low additional costs. After extracting prefix, netmask, and origin AS the update data will be validated by the RTRlib. An operator needs only to add an additional peering session at the BGP router. Further configuration changes are not required. As a real-world use-case we started the deployment of this setup at one of Germany’s largest Internet Exchange Points to provide IXP members with most current analysis of their prefixes.

Offline experiments: The design of the RTRlib allows for easy embedding of the library into Python or Perl scripts, which are part of the common toolchain in analysing BGP dump data.

3 Performance Analysis

In this section, we analyse the runtime performance and the scaling behaviour of RPKI-based origin validation at the system level based on our reference implementation. The experiments have been conducted on commodity hardware, i.e., a dual AMD Opteron 280 processor (2.4 GHz) and 8 GB RAM with Linux Ubuntu (2.6.32-33 kernel) as underlying operating system.

We explicitly note that any comparison with other implementations of the RPKI/RTR router part would be unfair because they either are not designed for real-time purposes (rpki.net) or do not allow for RPKI-specific system measurements (Cisco/Juniper).

3.1 Memory Consumption

The memory consumption of RTRlib mainly depends on the number of prefixes inserted into the prefix validation table. Considering a 64 bit architecture with 8 bytes per pointer, a single record within the prefix validation table consumes 78 bytes in our implementation of the longest prefix first search tree. Padding bytes, which maybe be
inserted by the compiler, are omitted in this calculation. Note, a common BGP route entry requires between 100 and 200 bytes [10].

To measure the memory required on a real system, we added randomly generated prefixes to the prefix validation table. Figure 3 displays the scaling behaviour for different table sizes. The overall memory consumption scales linearly as expected. ROAs for all $\approx 400,000$ active IP prefixes included in current BGP routing tables would result in additional $\approx 30$ MB of RAM for an RPKI/RTR-enabled router. Cisco suggests to equip their devices with 512 MB of RAM for storing a complete global BGP routing table [11]. Thus a full RPKI validation table would lead to a 5% increase of RAM—a relatively small overhead. In particular, BGP services implemented on commodity hardware, where several gigabytes of RAM are common, should not suffer from RPKI requirements.

3.2 CPU Consumption

The processing overhead of RPKI/RTR on the router is dominated by the complexity that results from update and lookup operations on the data structure holding the valid ROA information. Update operations on the prefix validation table are triggered by new, modified, or deleted ROAs, whereas lookups follow BGP updates.

A fast initial creation of the prefix validation table (e.g., after booting the router) is necessary to start immediately with origin validation of BGP updates. With the first connection to the RPKI/RTR cache server, the complete set of valid ROA data must be (a) transferred to the router and (b) added to the prefix tree. Performance of the first part depends on the network topology, i.e., the distance between router and cache server. The second part is only related to the local system. We keep our setup simple, abstract from (a), and focus on (b). Note, the latency introduced by the cache-router communication is an additive term to the overall delay.

In this experiment we read different sized sets of ROA data from a file and measure the import delay introduced by the RTRlib. Figure 4 visualizes the required time for prefixes with different (minimal and maximal) mask lengths. Inserting $1,000,000$ prefix/AS mappings into an empty prefix table needs $\approx 4$ seconds. Overall, the performance does neither depend on the IP version nor on the ROA configuration. Applying a non-linear fit shows a complexity of $O(n \cdot \log(n))$, with $n$ describes the number of entries.

From a router perspective, the RPKI deployment state is measured by the amount of additional lookups, i.e., the ratio of valid (or invalid) versus not found IP prefixes. Once origin verification is enabled, even a prefix that is not part of the RPKI requires a lookup within the prefix validation table. In the worst case, the complete height of the prefix tree must be traversed. In the following, we analyze the CPU load for a varying mixture of validation outcome to quantify overhead based on different states of deployment.

The performance of tree data structures correlates with the tree shape, which is influenced by the inserted data. A future ROA prefix distribution could be derived from the current Internet backbone routing table. However, the Internet itself is a continuously evolving structure, which makes predictions quite hard [12]. In proceeding this way, we evaluate the CPU load by randomly generating 100,000 ROA IPv4 prefixes with a fixed minimum and maximum /24-netmask. The AS number of the authorized origin AS is randomly generated, as well. We consider ratios per validation state of 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100%. For each combination of all possible validation outcomes (e.g., 25% valid, 50% invalid, and 25% not found BGP prefix announcements), we create a total of 2,000 IP prefixes that match the required states. We emulate a very high BGP update rate of 2,000 verifi-
To receive live BGP data, we connect to the BGPmon live stream [13], which provides real-time BGP updates (cf., Figure 6). The BGPmon project maintains nine direct peering as well as indirect peerings via three collectors of the RouteViews project. The indirect peering includes routing updates from more than 100 peers such as AOL, Hurricane Electric, and AT&T. The amount of peering relations allows us to experience live BGP Update rates similar to those seen at a larger ISP. We run this setup since January 2012.

The CPU load correlates with the number of prefix validations (i.e., the BGP update rate). Figure 7 visualizes both measurements per minute for January 5, 2012. All other days show the same qualitative behaviour. During the measurement period, we observed a maximum of 92,549 prefix announcements per minute and a maximum CPU load of 0.41%. The average CPU load per day was 0.02% with a standard deviation of 0.04%.

### 3.3 Future Research Directions

**Attacks on RPKI-enabled routers**

An legitimate owner of an IP prefix may create intentionally AS/prefix mappings that are cryptographically valid but misses a counterpart in the BGP system. Note, there are no restrictions on creating a huge number of ROAs. Without any pre-filtering by the cache server, this will unnecessarily allocate memory at BGP routers and can be misused by an attacker. Another attack is the creation of ROA/BGP data that harms the router with respect to its processing capacities. Our analysis revealed a validation overhead that slightly depends on the result of the BGP update verification (i.e., valid, invalid, or not found). Even though this is not significant in current deployment, an attacker may exploit this dependency.

In this paper we argue for the need of further research that analyzes the vulnerability of RPKI-enabled routers.
The processing complexity is mainly controlled by the concrete data structure in use. The RTRlib allows for a flexible exchange of the embedded data structure, which makes future evaluation of this topic less complicated.

**Modeling cache server dynamic** The daily load on RPKI-enabled routers is strongly bound to the frequency of creating and updating ROA data as well as the BGP update rate. BGP routing dynamic has been analyzed in great detail during the last years (e.g., [14], [15], [16]). One might argue that the ROA dynamic implicitly follows BGP announcements, as a new IP prefix requires a valid ROA in a full RPKI deployment. Such a correlation is not obvious. ROAs can be created in advance for backup situations or missed due to misconfiguration, for example.

We considered extreme cases as well as real world BGP and ROA streams, which help to anticipate a general performance space. However, at the moment it is too early to finally judge the typical load signature, because the RPKI deployment is still in vivid progress. We expect models that describe the dynamic of ROA updates when the data within the RPKI repositories is more stable.\(^1\)

**Cache server placement** The total delay for adding ROA data to the BGP router depends also on the placement of the cache server within the network topology relatively to the BGP router. There are two reasons to place the cache server in the vicinity of the router. First, topological closeness allows to omit prefix origin validation without introducing vulnerability. Secondly, low latencies reduce the transmission time to update the prefix origin validation table. On the other hand, operating multiple primary cache servers increases maintenance costs.

Our analysis showed that a router is able to create the prefix validation table fast. The RTRlib loads one million entries in approximately four seconds. For \(n\) entries, the asymptotic overhead is \(O(n \cdot \log(n))\). Combining network latency and processing costs may help to adjust the placement question.

**Online monitoring to reveal prefix hijacks** A recent, preliminary study of the RPKI [17] analyzed the validation outcome of BGP updates in detail. The authors found that a surprisingly large number of updates are invalids according to the RPKI validation process. Most of them are very likely the result of misconfigurations of the RPKI data. Separating those misconfigurations from real prefix hijacks is a challenge that needs to be addressed in the future. We consider the RTRlib as a helpful tool that complies with the real-time demands caused by the corresponding research questions.

\(^1\)For an early discussion of this topic, we refer to the very recent email thread at [http://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/sidr/current/msg05346.html](http://www.ietf.org/mail-archive/web/sidr/current/msg05346.html), November 2012.

**4 Related Work**

Support for the RPKI/RTR cache is available and deployed, the number of RPKI/RTR clients, though, is limited [7]. Cisco and Juniper recently implemented RPKI-based prefix origin validation in their firmware. These implementations are not fully open-source. More importantly, measuring system behaviour on a fine-grained base is difficult up to impossible in those closed environments.

The BGP–SRx framework [18] provides RPKI security extent for the open-source BGP daemon Quagga. This extension does not comply with the current IETF spec as not only the validation of ROAs but also the validation of the BGP updates is delegated to a specific SRx server. Furthermore, this software is not intended to be used in production systems. To the best of our knowledge, rpki.net/rtr-origin [19] is the only open-source implementation of the RPKI/RTR client part in addition to the RTRlib. However, rtr-origin was explicitly developed in Python to debug the protocol and not designed for real-time operations or router integration.

The Regional Internet Registries provide looking glasses to monitor the creation of ROAs [20] and to request the validation outcome of prefix origination [21], [22]. It is worth noting that the looking glasses are based on 6 hours dumps of external BGP data and thus do not provide real-time validation but off-line testing.

**5 Conclusion and Outlook**

In January 2011, practical steps have been implemented towards securing the Internet backbone routing. With the deployment of the Resource Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) by the Regional Internet Registries (e.g., ARIN, RIPE) owners of IP prefixes are able to attest autonomous systems the legitimate announcement of these prefixes. Based on this information BGP routers may perform prefix origin validation and thus prevent prefix hijacking.

Supporting the research community by appropriate tools and testbeds to increase the understanding of secure Internet backbone routing is an ongoing effort (e.g., [23]). In this paper we introduced RTRlib, a very efficient open-source implementation of the required functions for prefix origin validation. Our implementation is built as modular C library making it applicable for real routers and online monitoring systems as well as script-based evaluations. We hope that the research community will benefit from an implementation that is tailored for real-world deployment, experiments, and measurements as this may help to increase reproducibility.

Using this reference implementation in C, we presented a first load analysis of prefix origin validation at
BGP commodity hardware. The overall system scales surprisingly well even under very high BGP update rates. Including all presently announced IP prefixes into the RPKI would lead to a 5% increase of RAM compared to current vendor suggestions for memory resources.

In future work, we will elaborate our public online monitoring system based on RTRlib, which is fed by a BGP live stream and provides information about prefix origin validation outcome. We will refine our Quagga integration to complement the evaluation part. We will extend our preliminary work [17] on the distinction of RPKI-misconfiguration from prefix hijacks.
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